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It is the time of necessary equipping

Life as you have known it is at the beginning of the end, and this end comes quickly as you follow Me.
Where we go, I have given you glimpses of, but to glimpse and to live it are entirely different things.
The glimpses are part of your preparation, and these glimpses are changing into reality in your
thinking.

Intensity—intensity is required to turn glimpses into reality. This is your laser focus as you leave all
behind and sell out to Me. We are leaving your past behind, the past way of thinking, as you learn
more about living in Me. Everything that is not part of life in Me is being removed, destroyed, and
forsaken as your fellowship with Me increases.

Necessity—live by necessity—do what is necessary, but do it in Me. Your family, your friends, your job,
your schooling—the necessities of life are part of your equipping and training—you will be learning a
new focus in Me in these things. They are an essential part of your equipping, and I am increasing My
life in you in these things. Laser focus on Me in your daily living, and set aside time for just you and Me
where I can draw you into Me and bring change upon change and equipping.

Be filled. Be filled with Me. I am your Reality, and as you see more and more of Me, you see more
and more of your reality. Your life in Me is your reality in all things. Times in My Presence are full of
life and vitality and reality. Times in My Presence are your strength and equipping. Times in My
Presence are your refreshing. Times in My Presence are essential and a necessary part of your
equipping. Take the times to pull aside and give yourself to Me and I will give you much of Me.

Truth—My words are life and they are truth, and they are becoming a living part of you. Take My truth
and feed upon it until it becomes a part of you, until My words are reality to you. My words are life,
truth, and reality to you. Feed upon My words of life to you. They are essential and necessary in all you
do. There is no Me and you without My words of life to you.

It is the time of necessary equipping. That which is not needful is being weaned, cut off, and removed
from you. I am preparing an army equipped with only that which is necessary. We cannot take nonessential things with us on this path of reality of life in Me. It is a time of deciding and dividing, and

your fellowship with Me will bring increase in this. You will be deciding and choosing, and you will be
drawing dividing lines in your life as you continue to focus intently on Me. It is the year of selling out to
Me.

My pleasure abounds at what I see in your heart and in your understanding. Your choices have
pleased Me. Rest assured; you are rapidly approaching days in Me of truly great and mighty things.
These days will come quickly, though that is not how it has seemed, and you will say, “How hard it
seemed then, but I now see, it was not as hard as it seemed.” Live in Me. I am your Reality.

